This grid of letters conceals words lying in different directions: forward, backward, up, down, or diagonally, but always in a straight line. The words to find and circle are listed below the grid - cross them off once you’ve circled them. Many words overlap. When you’ve crossed off all the words in the list below, there will be letters that haven’t yet been circled. Gather those letters - from the top, left to right, and they will spell out the 'Last Word' answer for this puzzle. All 49 words in this puzzle are formed from the individual letters in J.K. Rowling’s pen name: ROBERT GALBRAITH

J.K. Rowling (Robert Galbraith)           Solution: 3 letters

RETAR ETIER RATAE
OOOBATHOOGHHTTE
TTIOARETEARAIT
AORARTBOERTAROBAR
RTREGATTAIETERE
TTITBITATTTRGAO
IEERRILLEIOABBEB
BRAILLELOLLBBIA
RGOTLETBATLLBL
AEBOLELAEIIGEE
BLTBGLHEGETGGEG
BLOIOIOETEIRHHA
IABTREETREATGITT
TLEBE RGTORAHO
ELLETAGABROGATE

ABATE        ABROGATE        AGREEABLE        ALLEGRETTO        ALLIGATOR        ARBITRATOR
ATOLL        BAGATELLE       BARRAGE         BLOTTO           BOAR             BOBTAIL
BRaille      ELABORATE       ERRATA           GRATE            GREBE            GROAT
HEIGHT       HERITABLE        HIRE            ILLEGIBLE        IRATE            LAETRILE
LEGATO       LIBRETTO         LITERATE        RABBIT           REGATTA          REITERATE
RETIRE       RETREAT          TABLET          TABOO            TAILLIGHT        THEE
THIGH        TIBIAE           TIGHT           TILLAGE          TITBIT           TITILLATE
TOLLBOOTHE   TORAH            TRAIT           TREATABLE        TREBLE           TRILOBITE